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Step 10: Computing element stiffness matrix

Three things needed:

Element type1.
Element connectivity (what nodes form the element)2.
Material and section properties3.
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No need to store repeated geometry information of 
the same node in the global system.

1.

What if we change the coordinate of a node (for 
example sensitivity analysis)

2.

We don't store element node coordinates in it (either in 
element class or in the text file) because:

Again for material (E ) and section (A ) properties, we specify element 
material section number and read those later in the file.

Example
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Function for calculating stiffness matrix

Approach 1: Matlab (non-object oriented), Fortran, …

Function: 

ComputeStiffness(type, …)
{

{
}
Else if (type == 1)
{
}
…

If (type == 0) // bar

}

Object-oriented design:

We have a general element class
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class PhyElement
{

// Step 10: Compute element stiffness/force (ke, foe (fre: source term; fNe: 
Neumann BC))
virtual void Calculate_ElementStiffness_Force() = 0;
};

Now for a bar element, we need to say a bar element is an element!

class PhyElementBar : public PhyElement
{

virtual void Calculate_ElementStiffness_Force();

}

….
The function implementation is provided in a separate 
file for the bar element:

void PhyElementBar::Calculate_ElementStiffness_Force()

// compute stiffness matrix:
ke.resize(2, 2);
double factor = A * E / L;
ke(0, 0) = ke(1, 1) = factor;
ke(1, 0) = ke(0, 1) = -factor;

{

}

If you want to learn how these elements are created, 
watch the C++ pre-recorded session and the notation of 
factory

FYI:
PhyElement* PhyElementFactory(ElementType eTypeIn)
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PhyElement* PhyElementFactory(ElementType eTypeIn)

Element forces:

Calculates ke1.
Calculates feo2.

So the virtual function we discussed:

virtual void Calculate_ElementStiffness_Force();

Step 11: the assembly of the global K and F:
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At this stage for the truss example we have:
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At this stage for the truss example we have:

Tuesday, November 07, 2017
7:52 AM

Solution is done:

FEM postprocessing:
Tuesday, November 07, 2017

We fine:

Free dofs -> value-

Nodes:
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Free dofs -> value-

Prescribed dofs -> forces-

Dofs (element values): only the free dofs are unknowns at this stage.-

Element forces-

Elements:

Support forces Fp-

Global Level:

Step 13a filled in the tables below:

Please write these in your notes and leave several lines 
blank below it

Step 13b: filling the element dof unknowns
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For support forces we need to do in two steps:

Step a: Compute element forces
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Step a:
How to calculate element forces
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How to actually compute element forces:
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Step 14a … continued -> computing forces in Fp

For prescribed dofs add the element force to 
global Prescribed forces Fp

Loop over their dofs
We loop over the elements

----
Step 14b:
Add Fp values to prescribed node forces

To do so:
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To do so:

For those that are prescribed use their position to get the 
right force from global reaction forces (Fp)

Loop over dofs of nodes
Loop over nodes

Pseudo-code

At this point all node, element, and global values are computed and 
we can output things in the last step (step 15)
The only point to mention is that for elements, again each element 
type has its own virtual (in object oriented framework) output 
function. For example, for bars and trusses one axial force may suffice, 
whereas for beams and frames we may compute y, \theta, M, V at m 
number of points along their length. The following slides describe this 
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number of points along their length. The following slides describe this 
process
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